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**Reviewer’s report:**

Minor revisions.

1. Page 8 , last line It can written as -- All the interviews were conducted by principal investigator. Remove (AM) after principal investigator as abbreviations of author’s generally not included in the text.

2. Remove see word in the brackets where ever author is mentioning as reference for box and table. Correct in pages -- 5, 10, 11,12.

3. To keep consistency -- give full stop at the end of the reference numbers 2 and 6.

4. Page 20 - Box 1 - second para make H small as ---- Ethiopian health system --- instead ---- Ethiopian Health system.

5. Page 22 -- In the heading --- remove .... dots and make it as Health posts with

**Level of interest:** An article of importance in its field

**Quality of written English:** Acceptable

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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